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Patrick Longmore Teams Up With Lisa Grand For Intimate, 

Groovy, and Uplifting R&B Single ‘Backstroke’ 

 

Listen 



 

Spotify 
Download Artwork 

About The Release 

Emerging artist Patrick Longmore returns to deliver his latest R&B single ‘Backstroke’, 

featuring Lisa Grand. The single features a unique intimate production, an uplifting 

beat, story-telling lyricism, and an anthemic flow by Lisa Grand and Patrick 

Longmore. The nostalgic, groovy production of the single gives the artists’ voice 

another level of intimacy and tone. Moreover, ‘Backstroke’ radiates a story-telling, 

emotional vibe. Undoubtedly, ‘Backstroke has the ability to impact the listener as it 

contains a unique style and sound that gives the overall song an identity. The 

powerful production, the lyrical relatability, and the overall vibe of ‘Backstroke’ will 

take the listener into a musical journey. The single has the ability to resonate with any 

R&B aficionado as it has every element to be catchy, memorable, and impactful.  

 

About Patrick Longmore 

Patrick Longmore is a producer, writer, and mentor. The emerging artist has 

collaborated with hit artists and bands as a lead bassist, front singer, keyboardist, 

songwriter, and mentor. Patrick, as a versatile artist, has brought his unique blend of 

blues, jazz, funk, and folk to numerous albums. On Teish O’Day’s album 

‘Commitment’, produced by EMI Records, Patrick and Burt Bacharach were both 

featured writers. ‘Commitment’ and the songs were featured at the ‘London 

Palladium Burt Bacharach Tribute Show’. Patrick was and is still collaborating with: 

Ronny Jordon, Andy Mitchel, Yard Birds, Swati Natekar, Wayne Brown, Virtual Jazz 

Band, Bilbo Berger from Heatwave, Jim Hunt Sax, Ken Gibson, Micheal Sinclair, Albi 

Deluca Rock, Keziah Jones, Postman Opera, Jay Gun, Mike McKenzie, JusPaul from 

The Black Birds, Carl Macintosh, and Loose Ends. Patrick Longmore is a well-rounded 



 

artist that with his expertise he is able to bring the best possible result through music. 

Patrick Longmore is an artist to keep an eye on and ear out for as he continues to 

cement himself in the scene.  
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Follow Patrick Longmore 
Spotify 

Facebook 
Soundcloud 


